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For f(z)=z+C,““2anzn analytic in the unit disk and either univalent or in a 
proper subclass of the family of univalent functions we investigate various 
relationships between f(z) and g(z) = z(f(z)/z)Y, y real. Sufficient conditions on the 
coeflicients of.fare given for g to be starlike or convex, and coeflicient bounds on g 
are determined. ‘(’ 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A function 
,f(z)=z+ f a,z” (1) 
,, = 2 
is said to be in the family S it it is analytic and univalent in the unit disk 
A = (1~1 < 1). The subfamily of functions starlike of order CI, denoted by 
S*(a), consists of functions f for which Re(zf’/f) 3 c(, 0 < c( d 1, for z E A. 
We further denote by S;“(a) the subfamily of S*(M) consisting of functions,f 
for which I(zf’/f)- 11 < 1 -a, Odad 1, for ZE A. It is known [6] that a 
sufficient condition for f to be in S:(a) is that 
J, (n--cc)b,ld 1 --c( (2) 
and that this condition is also necessary if f is of the form 
f(z)=z- f anzn, a, 3 0. (3) 
n=2 
*This work was completed while the author was a Visiting Scholar at the University of 
Michigan. 
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The subfamily of S*(E) consisting of functions of the form (3) is denoted by 
T*(a) (cS:(~x)). Finally, a functionfof the form (1) is said to be in K, the 
family of convex functions, if Re{ 1 + zf”/f’} > 0 for z E A. 
In this note we investigate the relationship between f and 
g(z) = g,(z) = Z(f(Z)lZY> y real, (4) 
when f is in S or in one of the above subclasses. In Section 2 we find 
sufficient coefficient conditions on f for g to be in S*(E), S;“(U), or K. The 
sufficient conditions found by Reade, Silverman, and Todorov [3] for 
functions of the form z/(1 +x:,“=, b,z”) to be in S*(a) or K follow from 
ours upon setting y = -1 in (4). In Section 3 we find necessary and 
sufficient conditions for g to be in S*(a), S:(E), or T*(a) in terms of the 
corresponding j This leads to coefficient bounds on g. In Section 4, we 
show that f E S implies g E S only for y = 0, 1. 
In the sequel we shall assume, unless otherwise stated, that f is of the 
form (1) with corresponding g of the form (4) y real. Note that the trivial 
case y = 0, where g(z) = z for any f, may be omitted from consideration. 
2. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
THEOREM 1. The function g is in S*(a) if 
,t@(n-~)+lY(n-1)+2(l-ol)lunl~2(l-X). (5) 
Proqf Set p(z)=zg’(z)/g(z)= 1 +y((zf’(z)/f(z))- 1) and q(z)= 
(l-(p(z)-cc)/(l-a))/(l+(p(z)-a)/(l-a)).ThenRep(z)3clforz~Aif 
and only if lq(z)l < 1. But 
q(z) = 
-Y(kf'/f)- 1) 
2(1 -co+y((zf’/f)- 1 
-yC~Z2(n-l)a,z”-’ 
= 2(1 -a)+c,“,z [y(n- 1)+2(1 -a)a,] znP’ 
X?= 2 IYI (n - 1) I4 
<2(1 -cc)-c,“=2 Iy(n-1)+2(1 -Lx) la,/’ 
Now inequality (5) is equivalent to this last expression being bounded 
above by (1) and the proof is complete. 
The conclusion of Theorem 1 may be broken into three cases, which we 
state as 
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COROLLARY 1. The ,jiax~tion g is in S*(z) if 
(i) C,:L2 [y(n ~ 1) + ( I - a,1 In,,/ d 1 - 2, y > 0, 
(ii) C,:=2 [I~l(n-l)-(I-s()]iu,,ldl-r. ;‘d -2(1-z), 
(iii 1 C,:L ,?(, b , rl~l~n-~~-~~~~~lI~,,l6~~-~~~~-C::’~rl~,,l~~ 
-2(1 -sc)<;J<O, 
where n,, is the smallest integer jtir which n, 3 2( 1 - a)/1 yl. Equality holds 
wlhen j’(z)=r+(l-a);“/(I;)I(n-1)+(1-x)) ,for n32 in the first tM’o 
cases and ,for n 3 n0 + 1 in the third. 
The following special case of Corollary 1 may be found in [3]. 
COROLLARY 2. The function J’(z) =z/( I +CFEz bnzn) is in S*(u), 
Odrd 1, if 
Proqf: Set j, = - 1 and a,, = h, , in Corollary 1. 
THEOREM 2. The,function g is in S:(a) if 
i Clvl(n-1)+(1-r)lla,l61-~, 
II = 2 
(6) 
with equalityjorJ’(z)=z+(l -r)z”/(IY1(n- l)+(l -a)), n>2. 
Proqf We have 
if and only if (6) holds. 
Remark. Since S?(U) c S*(a), the special case y > 0 in Theorem 1 is a 
consequence of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. The ,function g is in K iffor some a, 0 <a < 1, we have 
(i) C,“=2CI~-lI(n-1)+alla,ldaand 
(ii) C,Z2 (n-a) iy(n - 1) + 1 I (a,1 d 1 -u. 
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Proqf: A simple computation yields 
A sufficient condition for Re Y(Z) > 0 in d is that the inequality 
and the inequality 
x2=* (n- l)(y(n- 1)+ l)a,z”- 
l+C,~~*(r(n-l)+l)a,z”~’ 
<E4 (n- l)lr(n- I)+ 11 IhI < 1 -a 
1 -cz, Mn- l)+ 11 I4 ’ 
both hold for some a, 0 <a d 1. But these inequalities are equivalent to (i) 
and (ii) being satisfied, and the proof is complete. 
When y > 0 we may choose the real number a in Theorem 3 large enough 
so that 
[(n- l)lr- 11 +u]/u<(n-u)(r(n- l)+ l)/(l -a) (7) 
holds for n 2 2, which means that condition (ii) implies condition (i). We 
then choose the smallest such value of a, leading to the following single 
inequality. 
COROLLARY 1. The function g is in K if C,“= z [yn’ + (1 - y - yu)n - 
u(l-y)]]u,,J<l-a, where u=(2+y-d-)/2y when O<y<l and 
a=3/2-d= when y> 1. Equality holds for f(z)=z+(l-u)z*,i 
(y+ 1)(2-u). 
Remark. The special case y = 1 in Theorems 1 and 2 reduces to the 
sufficient condition (2) for f to be in S*(M) and S:(U), respectively, and to 
the well-known sufficient condition for convexity, C,“= 2 n* IanI < 1, in 
Corollary 1 of Theorem 3. 
When y < 0, inequality (7) need not hold for all n. In fact, the right side 
of (3) vanishes when y = -l/(n - 1). For y < -4 we can still find a 
reasonably nice expression in which, for some a, inequality (7) holds for 
n 3 3 but not for n = 2. This leads to 
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COROLLARY 2. The jimction ,g is in K jbr ;-c-4 if 
((1+~~J~+a)/U)~U2~+~,~~i(n~u)[~~~(~7-l)-i]/(1-~)~1, ltherc - 
(J12$ + 8y + 5 + 1 + 4~)/2( 1 + ;I), ;I# -1, 
’ = 213 ‘^Z -1, 
The following special case of Corollary 2 may be found in [il. 
COROLLARY 3. The ,function f’(z) = :li( I + C,:; , /I,,:“) is in K lf 
4@,[+ f (n-1)(3n+l)lh,,l<l. 
II = 2 
Proof: Set 7 = - 1, a = 4, and a,, = h,, , in Corollary 2. 
3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLASSES 
THEOREM 4. (i) The jilnction .f is in S*(r) (f and on1.v if 
gES*(l -y(l -x)), O<y(l -DC)< 1, and gES*(cl) if and only if 
f~S*(l-(l-a)/+)), (1-cc)/ydl; (ii)thefunctionf‘is in S:(M) ifandonly 
if gES;P(l -Irl(l -a)), lyl(l -c()< 1, and gES;Z(C() lf and only if 
.fEz+xl -(I -~YlYl)> (1 -~)ll?lG 1. 
Proof: The first result follows from the identity zg’/g = 1 + y((zf’/f) - 1) 
and the second from the identity J(zg’/g) - I ) = IyI I(~f’iif‘) - 11. 
COROLLARY 1. For O<y<l, gES*(x) u~heneuer .~‘ES*(C() and ,for 
Iy( 6 1, gEST(@) wheneuer,fES:(a). 
The coefficient bounds on . f  in S*(a) and S:(a) lead to corresponding 
coefficient bounds on g. 
COROLLARY 2. JffES*(cc), O<y(l -c()< 1, and g(z)=z+C,“=,h,,z”, 
then Ib,[ = n$ = z [(k - 2) + 2y( 1 - a)]/(n - 1 )!. Equality holds for go(z) = 
z(,~~(z)/z)~, where ,fO(z) = z/( I - z)2(’ 3). 
Proof The function Jb(z) is known to maximize the coefficients of 
functions in S*(a), 0 < c( < 1. See [4 or 51. 
COROLLARY 3. I f  f  E ST(a), /yI (1 -LX) d 1, and g(z) = z + C;=Z h,z”, 
then lb,1 d IyI (1 - cx)/(n - 1). Equality holds for g,(z) = z(f,,(z)/z)?, where 
f,(z)=zexp((l -o~)z”-‘/(n-l)). 
Proof In [7] the functionf,(z) was shown to maximize the nth coef- 
ficient for functions in S:(E), 0611 d 1. 
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In the previous two corollaries the extremal f in S*(U) and S:(a) was 
transformed into a g that was extremal in S*(l - y( 1 -CC)) and 
S:( 1 - IyJ (1 - LX)), respectively. This made the determination of coefftcient 
bounds on g quite straightforward. We now consider a special subclass of 
S:(a) for which this is not the case. Since T*(cr)cS:(cr), it follows from 
Theorem4 that ifyE:* thengES:(l-\lyl(l-cr)), lyl(l-a)bl. The 
extremal functions g, for the coefficients, however, were not associated with 
corresponding functions f E T*(a). To determine such coeflicient bounds, 
we will need the following lemma, which may be found in [2]. 
LEMMA. Jf (1 + C;ZZ a,,~“)~ = 1 + C,“=* b,z” is analytic in a neigh- 
borhood of the origin, y real, then b, + , = Cf= 0 [y - (y + 1 )j/(k + 1 )] 
a,+,+,b, (k=O, l,...,; b,= 1). 
THEOREM 5. !ff(z) = z - C,“=, a,,~” E T*(a), Iy( (1 -LX) G 1, and g(z) = 
z(f(z)/z)’ = z + C,:==, b,z”, then lb,, < IyI (1 - a)/(n -u). Equality holds for 
g,,(z) = z(f,Jz)/~)~, where fn(z) = z - (1 - CX) z”/(n - CI). 
Proof: By the lemma, b, = ya, and 
k-l 
b ktl =ya&+l + c [Y-(Y-l)~/kl~k+,~jb,+,. (8) 
,= I 
In view of (2) we may set ak = A,( 1 - cc)/(k - LX) with C;= Z ILk d 1 and write 
(8) as bk+, = $k+l((l-cr)/(k+l-a)) + c;zmI [Y-(b+‘)#)l 
I .k+,P,((l-cr)/(k+l-j-~))b,+l. It suffices to show that lb,+,1 is uni- 
quely maximized when Ak + , = 1, which will be true if 
1-Y (,:,1,)+-~~ (,,:I;-3 ,b,+,l, 1 <j<k- 1. (9) 
We proceed inductively. Since (b,( = yA,( 1 - a)/(2 -a) d Iy( (1 - a)/(2 - CX), 
we may assume that 
lb,1 6 IYI (1 - aM.i- a) for j=1,2 ,..., k. (10) 
Note that 
(~+l)j ~l~I(k-j)+j~(k-j)+j(l-a)~ k-a 
Y-7 k k(1 -a) k(1 -c()’ (11) 
Substituting the upper bounds of (10) and (11) into the right side of (9), it 
suffices to show that 
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Since the right side of (12) is maximized whenj= 1, inequality (12) will be 
true if I/(/r+ I -a) > l/k(2-x), which is valid for k > 1. This completes 
the proof. 
Remark. If 06-y< 1, then g(=)=z(l -C;=,a,,Z”~~‘)“=;[l- 
y(C,:= * u,$ ’ )-(y(1 -Y)/2!)(C,“_,a,=“~‘)*-.,.] = Z--;=>h,l”, 
h,, 20. Thus, in addition to g being in S:(l -y( 1 -a)), we have 
ge T*(l -y(l -a)). 
4. A NEGATIVE RESULT 
While g,,(z) = z(,f(z)/~)~ usually seems to share many of the nice proper- 
ties of ,A at least when .f is in different subclasses of S, the same does not 
hold when the only restriction on f is that it be a member of S. In this case, 
g:. need not even be locally univalent. 
THEOREM 6. For every 7 real, y # 0, 1, there exists an J‘E S for which 
g,.(z) = z(,f(z)/z);‘$ s. 
Proof: We have 
g;,(z)=(y); ’ [” -v)f(~+YJ~(z’]~o 
if $‘(z)iif(z) = (y - 1)/y. Since <f’/‘maps A onto the right half plane when 
j’(z) = z/( 1 -z)‘, the corresponding g, will not be univalent when y < 0 or 
y > 1. We now consider y E (0, 1). For every fixed z E A, the region of values 
of log($(,-)/f(z)) for f E S is the disk (WI < log(( 1 + Izj )/( 1 - Jzj )). See, for 
example, [ 1, p. 33 11. In particular, for any real number t we can find z E A 
and f E S for which log(zf ‘(z)/f(z)) = t + xi. Thus, zf ‘(z)/f(z) = -e’= 
(y - 1 )/y when t = log( ( 1 - 7)/y). This completes the proof. 
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